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Blizzard Stone 
Rank: Hero

Gender: Male

The all-around superhero, Blizzard Stone is tough, fast and also has the ability

to repel certain types of energy like nuclear energy, AC currents and radiation.

He is also the most publicized superhero of everyone in the League of Good

Guys. Blizzard Stone wears a blue and red outfit with tights, boots and a mask

to conceal his true identity.

The Crowned Prosecutor
Rank: Hero

Gender: Female

Once  the  prom  queen,  this  superhero  is  putting  her  crown  to  good  use,

donning it to fight crime when the sun goes down. She has gained a reputation
with bad guys as being a fierce fighter who packs a punch, having studied both

Jujitsu and Kali-style martial arts. She wears a red cat suit, knee-high boots

and, of course, a crown atop her head.

The Winged Defender
Rank: Hero

Gender: Male

The Winged Defender was once a boxer, but turned to crime fighting when his

boxing career came to an end – after his retina was detached. Thanks to the

woman who designed his boxing uniforms,  he actually has a costume with
wings that allow him to fly – and still punch, of course! He wears a costume of

black tights, wings and, of course, a black mask over his face.
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The Bolas
Rank: Hero

Gender: Male

The Bolas is a creepy hero to say the least. He's named after the Bolas spider,
who throws a web “bola” at its prey and is one of the most cunning hunters on

earth. The Bolas is deadly with a set of bolas, and he always keeps a few sets

hidden on his person when fighting crime.

The Projector
Rank: Hero

Gender: Female

The Projector is so named because of her keen aptitude for astral projection.
Many  use  astral  projection  as  a  means  of  transportation  and  alternate

experience,  but  not  everyone  has  the  power  of  The  Projector,  who  can

physically interact with her surroundings, especially when that means subduing

a bad guy! While her specter is out fighting evil, her body rests at home in her

living room.

Felinity
Rank: Villain

Gender: Female

Sultry and sexy, Felinity uses her elegance in a deadly way. She is known as an

enchantress, because in her presence most people find themselves unable to

speak or act. She has a particular penchant for fire, and loves to watch things
burn. Felinity wears a black cat-suit with a long black tail and a black mask.
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Intrigue
Rank: Villain

Gender: Female

Intrigue is a shape-shifter, and can take on the look of anyone or anything she

pleases. She is introverted, but incredibly intelligent and has a soft spot for

jewels,  spending  most  of  her  evenings  burgling  some  of  the  most  highly

secured  jewelry stores.  Being a  shape-shifter,  Intrigue wears  whatever  the
person she's imitating wears, but when she is herself, she can be found in a

multi-coloured body suit.

Rex Ruthless
Rank: Villain

Gender: Male

Owner of Ruthless Worldwide, Rex is as vicious in the boardroom as he is when

tormenting the city. He  enjoys  creating intricate  evil  plots  to  hold  the  city

ransom for obscene amounts of money. His reach is wide and he has the police

and politicians in his pockets, so his transgressions are quickly swept under the

table, leaving his professional reputation squeaky clean. Rex Ruthless wears a

business suit, even when he's up to no good.
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